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(E) Building Blocks
BY BRANDON MOSS

Staff Writer
For many law students, the renova
tion of the E Street Building has meant
having to brave oncoming traffic or walk
on the other side of the street while ventur
ing south on 20th Street. But for the GW
Law School, the building signifies a step
towards the expansion of the Law School's
facilities. However, most students surveyed
did not realize what the new addition was
supposed to provide.
According to Tom Morrison, Associ
ate Dean for Administrative Affairs, the E
Building now houses a variety of facilities,
including the Admissions Office, theFinan
cial Aid Office, Student Affairs, the Inter
national Programs Office, the Dean's staff,
and faculty and staff offices. The $11 mil
lion project is still undergoing minor con
struction, although Morrison acknowledges
that it "originally was supposed to be com
pleted [back] in October." A glance at the
schedule of classes reveals that some
courses are being taught in the five confer
ence rooms included within the E Street
Building. A student sighting is possible:
Andrea Barbarin admitted visiting the new
addition to go to the Financial Aid Office
located in the basement.
Although the E Street Building, from
an outside viewpoint, appears to be part of
the Law School complex, it is not connected

to the rest of the Law School on every floor.
Nonetheless, Dean Morrison pointed out
"the building committee worked very hard
to tie the whole law school together." For
example, on the third floor, the hallways
have been widened in the existing complex
to make sure that there is a flow from end
to end, and that it is no longer "a rat-maze"
as Dean Morrison described it. On the other
hand, Barbarin felt that access to the E
Street Building is "confusing," and that she
was not sure how to even enter it.
Since the Dean's Suite was uprooted
from the Stockton first floor and relocated
to the E Street Building, one immediate
benefit that students will notice is the ad
ditional lounge space. Melissa, a 1L (who
refused to disclose her last name) felt that
Artist's rendition of the completed E Building
the lounges in the Law School are still "too
small," and that it was "kind of plain and that the Elliott School will be moving into Hall and Lisner Hall, faculty offices will be
there was nowhere to sit." Nevertheless, its new facility in August 2002, and within moving there from Old Main,
students can now be found studying and a year, after further work is done in Stuart
See fiUILDTNG page 3
conversing in a new location, with the po
tential for obtaining new furniture in the
new lounge after returning back to the
school this upcoming fall.
Dean Morrison noted that the reno
vations are a "work in progress." There
are doors in the new E Street Building that
do not open; the reason is that they will be
surgery. He stated that a triple bypass sur
open once the Law School moves into the
BY ANGELIA WADE
gery
is a very common operation. Still,
adjacent Stuart Hall and Lisner Hall, after
Opinion Editor
being
in the hospital is nota pleasant place,
the Elliott School of International Affairs
maintains
the professor, because it is actu
GW
law
students
were
recently
sur
departs for its new home. It is expected
prised to learn that one of their favorite pro ally not "a place for rest," noting the end
fessors was more than under the weather. less number of individuals that are always
Professor Thomas Dienes, of Communica coming in the room throughout the night.
tions law and one-half of the famous Con Dienes remained in the hospital for four
days and was anxious to
law team of Dienes and
leave when he was finally
Barron, however, was just
dismissed on the Sunday
as surprised. Dienes
following Thanksgiving.
stated that the triple by
conducted by the CDO of363 first-year stu
While Dienes was
pass surgery he under
dents, last year, indicated that 30.4 percent
in a state of medical un
went came as a "total sur
of those surveyed accepted positions with
rest, similarly, his stu
prise" because he didn't
the government, 23.5 percent with law
dents experienced unrest
know there was a prob
firms, 11.9 percent took judicial clerkships,
-academically. With the
lem. He had gone to the
13.3 percent took positions in the public
semester quickly ending,
doctor and underwent
interest field, 5.5 percent served as research
finals approaching, and
three EKGs, which
assistants, 6.4 percent took business posi
their
Professor in the hos
showed nothing. He was
tions, and 9.1 percent participated in a study
pital,
students did not
referred to a cardiologist,
abroad program. Nearly seventy percent
know
how
to reactor what
who performed a number
of students accepted positions in DC or its
to
expect.
Professors
of tests, such as an
surrounding metro area. However,
Barron and Cheh in
echogram and an angio
Thrasher indicated that, "many people may
structed Dienes' remain
gram at the hospital. At
,
find opportunities back in their hometown,
this point, it was discov- Photo courtesy °fGWL™ webs"e ing Constitutional Law
which they may not find here [DC area]."
classes and Professor
ered that Dienes had two
In the past, there has been a large
blocked valves. He stated that he had never Levine taught his Communications Law
debate over what types of positions lead to
been "so scared in life." While the doctors class. Exam preparations were already in
good learning experiences for first-year law
informed him that he could take some time order before his surgery as Dienes had com
students. In the past the CDO has encour
to think about the surgery they were pro pleted writing the Communications law
aged first-year students tosteer clear of firm
posing that he undergo, they stressed that exam and had chosen to use questions ex
jobs and attempt to secure positions with
he should be operated on immediately be tracted from exams given over the last ten
the government. However, if the experi
cause there was the risk that he could have years for the Constitutional Law II exam.
ence of 2L Erin Fleming is any indication,
Still, the professor says he issorry he didn't
a massive heart attack at anytime.
a firm job can be a worthwhile experience.
Professor Dienes says it isscary when finish this semester with his class. He re
"[It was] intimidating going to a law firm,
you "realize you could die." The longtime gretted that he was notavailable during the
but the people were patient. It was a great
educator just turned sixty-two on January finals period to answer questions and feels
experience," she emphasized. Thrasher
9th and asserted that he never even expected that his students were shortchanged on
also indicated that the bottom-line of a firstto live that long given his family history of course material regarding the first amend
year job is to "try to get some legal experi
heart disease (his two brothers and his fa ment. Nevertheless, he had nothing but
ence." It was pointed out that most stu
ther died at young ages). It didn't take praise for his "replacements."
dents enter law school with minimal legal
The big question on many students
much convincing for Dienes to realize that
experience. One-on-one mentoring was
the surgery was in his best interest and, minds is when Professor Dienes will return
considered to be a beneficial experience
Dienes stated that he "loves teaching and i
therefore, he consented to the surgery.
On the day beforeThanksgiving, Pro
See DIENES page 5
See JOB SEARCH page 3 fessor Dienes underwent a triple bypass

Professor Dienes: On the
Road to Recovery

"The Never Ending Story:
the 1L job search"
BY MARK HERS HFIELD

News Editor
As the second semester begins, many
first-year students shift their attention from
mastering exams to the time-consuming job
search. At this time last year, over sixty
percent of first-year students that completed
a survey for the CDO stated that their job
search had begun. However, several 1L stu
dents interviewed for this article indicated
that their search had not yet begun, but that
they w ere "about to" begin it. According
to Fred Thrasher, Director of the CDO, if a
student's job search has not started, "now
would be a good time to start [the] search."
Many job opportunities are available
for first year law students during the sum
mer. These opportunities range from law
firm positions to judicial clerkships. A study
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Kudos to the
Administration?

No One To Blame
BY DAWINDER SID HU

I hope all of you enjoyed your winter
breaks. My brief vacation - comprised
mainly of "Simpsons" and "Seinfeld" re
For the first time in a while, the editors of Nota Bene are speechless. We can
runs, and plenty of Captain Morgan - was
actually commend the administration for finally putting our tuition dollars to gooc
unfortunately upset by a Richard Cohen op
use, evidenced through the pristine E Building, the new and improved student
ed in the Washington Post. In his column
entitled "Clinton's Compartments," Cohen
lounge, and immaculate bathrooms located in the law school. We can't believe it.
suggests President Clinton should not be
but we are impressed.
blamed for failing to do more about Osama
Over the past two years, the physical structure of the law
bin Laden during his administration be
school has undergone a major facelift. New computers in the
cause he was "distracted" by the political
library. New seats, desktops, and whiteboards in the class
fervor surrounding his impeachment.
rooms. Not to mention tape recording devices and microphones
Cohen's defense begins with the ac
installed to enhance our listening pleasure. In addition, new
curate assertion that, "a little context is in
electronically-censored bathrooms (look mom, no hands!) and
order," namely, that in order to assess the
new doors with windows to see the person before they open the
quality of Clinton's focus on bin Laden,one
must first examine the circumstances in
door in your face. But did the law school stop there? Nooooo
which
Clinton was operating. However, the
The icing on the cake was coming back after a not-long-enough
author
is misguided in having us believe
winter break to the unveiling of the E Building and taking a
the
proper
context was the impeachment
seat in one of the many big comfy chairs in the new student
saga
including
Monica Lewinsky, the blue
lounge (by the way, what do we call this lounge? "The even
dress, Clinton's testimony to thegrand jury
softer lounge?" Or do we employ Goldilocks' approach and
and the stress of Clinton's marriage. More
call it "the just right lounge?").
over, according to Cohen, the efforts to
Despite these significant and drastic changes to the law
impeach the president not only weakened
school building, it is obvious that one thing still remains the
his abilities to capture bin Laden, but also
same - the law students. And this is not necessarily a good
"weakened the country at a moment when,
thing. With all of these new benefits comes new responsibili
as we now know, it was in peril." The im
plication is that if any political players de
ties. Did we think that all we had to do was pay our exorbitant
serve any of the blame, it is Clinton's foes
and grossly overpriced tuition, sit back on our lazy butts, and
those that devised or at least supported
reap the benefits of the hard work and labor of the administra
the
effort to oust Clinton from office.
tion? Nooooo. These renovations have put GW in a different
The fact remains that September 11th
league altogether. Now, we have responsibilities to keep our
was by no means foreseeable to Clinton or
law school looking good (I hear Georgetown is jealous) and
his political enemies, and neither should
maintain our highly-coveted #23 ranking (fat chance George
be assigned any blame for failing to rid the
Mason).
world of bin Laden and the al Qaeda. Dur
What do these new responsibilities entail? Well, for start
ing "Zipper-gate," there was no interna
ers, we must now look and act the part of law students whose
tional coalition or support from countries
neighboring Afghanistan. Such backing
law school has just undergone significant construction. This
means we should place our trash in the trash cans and not on
the floor beside them (innovative idea, isn't it?). Also, we should
try placing our old newspapers and unwanted junk mail in the
recycling bins rather than throwing them on the tables in the
soft, hard, and even softer student lounges. Last, but certainly not least, comes
the responsibility - no, the duty - to aim to maintain clean microwaves (I know,
it'll never happen).
Remember, we are no longer students of George Washington Law School.
Now, we are students of The George Washington Law School. Accordingly, we
must all do our part in the effort to keep our law school looking good. The
responsibilities of maintaining higher GPAs, owning better cars, and wearing more
expensive clothes will come later. For now, let's just tackle the hard stuff first.
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was not only nonexistent, but perhaps un
justifiable.
Also, it does not seem at all correct
that Clinton was somehow disabled from
conducting his duties during the impeach
ment proceedings. For example, on the eve
of the House impeachment vote, Clinton
ordered bombings in Iraq. If, in the middle
of such trying times, Clinton was not hin
dered from engaging in military strikes
against Iraq, how are we then to conclude
he was somehow unable to focus more on
bin Laden?
Finally, Cohen commits a conclud
ing mental error by repeating the tired claim
that impeachment supporters belonged to
a "vast right-wing conspiracy," as Hillary
Clinton had us thinking. What the first lady
failed to realize then, and what Cohen re
fuses to admit now, is that a fair number of
the American people agreed with the effort
to restore dignity and honor to the office,
not for the sake of immorality or sexual
McCarthyism, but for the sake of truth, in
tegrity, and honesty. Indeed, no member of
this so-called conspiracy compelled Presi
dent Clinton to provide evasive, deceptive,
perhaps even peijurious, statements.
In any case, it is unfortunate that
members of the media are participating in
the blame game, which neither provides any
comfort to the nation in this time of great
bewilderment and loss, nor brings us any
closer to understanding why the nation was
the target of such heinous and unconscio
nable acts of terror. In other words, this is
not the time for apportioning blame and our
own leaders do not need to be defended,
especially in such a lazy fashion.
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411
NEWS FROM THE GW COMMUNITY
"The Printing Paradise "
For years, law students have journeyed over to the undergraduate computer labs in
search of free printing. Due to student waste and misuse, the Nota Bene has learned
that the University is considering imposing a cap on student printing. Sources
indicate that if this plan is enacted (it has not been enacted to date) each student will
be allotted 750 pages for personal use; students can also e-mail the computer lab to
receive an additional 500 pages to their allotment. Although the computer labs did
test the program software needed to institute such a system over a week ago, this
plan is still a proposal and for the time being unlimited printing continues in the
undergrad computer labs.

"Time to pay the Piper"
After months of speculation, the law school library has formally commenced with a
new system of fines for overdue materials. Students received notification of this new
system through a small written notice in their student boxes. According to the
library's website, the fine for overdue recalled items will be $10.00 per day with a
maximum of five days charged. In addition, the fine for overdue course reserve
materials will be $1.00 per hour (or fraction of an hour) that an item is late. Students
will be able to pay fines through cash payment in the administrative office of the
library from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.

"Some wiggle room "
Along with the move of several administrative offices has come the opening of
several new lounges in the law school. These lounges feature comfortable couches
and open space for students to congregate in. Students have recently been seen using
these lounges for study groups and meals. The new lounges are located on the first
floor near the main entrance to the law school.

"Show me the ... Grades"
For first-year students, grades remain a mystery. However, for second and third-year
students, the grades are currently filtering in. Several class grades ranging from
Constitutional Law II to Evidence are already available and others are soon to follow.
Students can access their grades through traditional avenues or through the Gweb
system on the Internet.

"Capital improvements"
Most of the law school improvements have centered on improving classrooms and,
most recently, lounges. Over break, the law school began taking steps to improve
one of the most essential facilities to law students ... the bathrooms. Already the law
school has installed "smart" flushing devices in the men's bathroom in the library,
thereby, allowing students to use the facilities without the stress of flushing. It is not
clear whether all of the bathrooms will receive the same upgrade.

"It's Spring Again"
Signs of the spring semester are upon law students. Not only is the weather abnor
mally warm, but several important competitions are about to get underway for firstyear students. Already moot court has held its initial informational sessions. The
skills competitions and the journals are soon to follow.

"The 'Party' Comes to GW"
Recently, a liberal breeze has blown through the University. This past weekend, the
College Democrats of America hosted their national convention at the George
Washington University. The convention featured guest speakers, workshops and
college students from throughout the country. The law school's chapter of Demo
crats sent a delegation to the convention.

BUILDING FROM PAGE 1
Finally, construction work is continuing on the third floor of the Burns Library
Building, which will eventually become the home of the Career Development Office.
Despite the improvements, students still have concerns about the Law School's
infrastructure. One complaint cited by B arbarin was the status of the bathrooms. Al
though Barbarin was impressed with the newly-added bathrooms, she described the old
bathrooms as "horrid," with poor ventilation. Ryan Campbell, a 3L, reiterated the aspi
rations of many law students when he expressed his hope that the renovations "will pay
off in the rankings."

The SBA Beat
tiple sections of thirty students. The fac
ulty Curriculum Committee, which is cur
Staff Writer
rently reviewing the proposal, is not ex
Student Bar Association President pected to act on the idea in time to effect
Philip Tahtakran brought exciting news to next year's first-year students.
the SBA members during the first meeting
The SBA also heard a report from
of the Spring 2002 semester. "I am happy Dustin Allison, the Co-Director of Student
to report the era of kegs is back at GW," Services for the SBA, that Dean Michael
Tahtakran said. Following negotiation with Young will host a series of breakfasts with
the university administration, Tahtakran students over the course of the semester.
explained that the university has decided The first breakfast will be held on January
to once again permit the use of kegs at cer 28,2002. Allison noted that the breakfasts
tain law school functions, including events are business casual. To attend, Allison said,
like "Thirsty Thursdays." Kegs are gener interested students must contact their SBA
ally not permitted at university events, and representative to be put on the "guest list."
for the past tw o years this policy has been
The Commencement Committee in
extended to the law school as well. "This formed the SBA that ninety-four people had
was something that was a staple at the law signed up for the ski trip this year, an in
school," Tahtakran saidin an interview fol crease of at least forty more attendees than
lowing the SBA meeting. "Financially, it in previous years. According to SBATreais such a help."
surer Eric LaMons, the SBA collected
Tahtakran said the university acqui $22,599 for the ski trip, all of which will
esced to the wishes of the SBA and rein be sent along to the ski resort hosting the
stated the keg policy because of the au attendees.
The Programming Board announced
tonomy the law school enjoys from the uni
versity and the "responsibility of age" that that this year's Barristers Ball would be held
law school students have. Tahtakran on February 23, 2002. The location of the
pointed out that student monitors would gala, which Tahtakran noted was open to
continue to enforce a strict over-21 policy all law students, as well as the ticket price,
when serving alcohol.
will be posted shortly on the SBA's new
In other matters, Tahtakran an website: http://www.law.gwu.edu/stdg/sba.
nounced that the SBA office had been bro
The SBA also reviewed the results
ken into during the winter recess, and a from a survey taken last semester about stu
"minimal amount" of money was stolen. dent concerns. The top concerns for stu
"We've been utilizing a more secure dents included the lack of space in the law
method, so hopefully that will not be aprob school, the "lackof concern" and other com
lem again," Tahtakran stated. He also noted munication problems with the administra
that with the completion of the new "E" tion, and the timely release of grades. The
Building, the law school has many more survey also asked students for ideasthat the
entrances and exits. "So please be vigilant," law school could implement. One idea
Tahtakran cautioned. The new building pulled from the survey was to have the SBA
will be formally opened in a ribbon cutting send out reminders to students when cer
ceremony on March 8, 2002. Tahtakran tain application deadlines approach, such
also added that U.S. Supreme Court Jus as the registration deadline for the MPRE.
tice Antonin Scalia is likely to attend the Other ideas included a desire to keep the
ceremony.
library open until 2 AM, bar reviews in Vir
The SBA heard a number of reports ginia, increased programming for evening
on Tuesday night, including a plan being students, a law school directory of students
presented to the faculty by Roger Trangsrud, and faculty, and faculty advisors for stu
the Senior Associate Dean for Academic dents.
Affairs, which would alter the manner in
The SBA ended the meeting by allo
which first year sections are organized. cating $7,500 to the 2002 Law Revue, an
Under the proposedplan, three of theclasses annual comedy show written, produced, and
first-year students take each semester would directed by law school students. The SBA
be increased to sections of 130 students, next meets on Tuesday, January 29, 2002.
while oneclass would be decreased to mul
BY SAM SCH NEIDER

JOB SEARCH FROM PAGE 1
according to Thrasher, but he maintained
that different individuals can benefit from
different experiences.
Different summer jobs offer different
financial incentives for students. Just un
der fifty percent of first-year students who
returned their surveys indicated that they
did not receive pay for their first-year job.
Thrasher indicated that many students take
another part-time job or actively seek sti
pends from different sources to supplement
their weekly income. Students agreed that
receiving compensation for their work was
an important component of their job search.
"I want to get some legalresearch and writ
ing experience [this summer] and getting
paid for it would be nice," pointed out
Lenwood Faulcon, a first-year law student.
According to Thrasher, "[the] job
search requires persistence and students
being pro-active ... it's not a sprint, it's a
marathon." The survey provided by the
CDO supports this claim. At this time last
year, only 8.8 percent of students surveyed
had completed their first-year job search.
For most students, the search continues

through at least March.
The CDO is offering many programs
to aid first-year students in securing a sum
mer position. In the month of February,
the CDO is hosting a Public Interest/Gov
ernment Program with the Georgetown
University Law School and a separate Gov
ernment Internship Fair, which will take
place in the Marvin Center. A small/me
dium job fair is also in the works for all
students and various other programs have
been assembled to allow first-year students
a chance to improve on their interviewing
skills and to find out what previous law stu
dents did during their summer jobs. Also,
the CDO has been actively soliciting local
judges for potential summer judicial intern
ships and Thrasher encourages all students
to be "actively engaged" in the job bank on
e-attorney. Thrasher acknowledged that the
search for a summer job can lead to "a bit
of anxiety" among many students, but if last
year's survey results are any indication, stu
dents do end up finding first-year jobs, even
if it takes a little while.
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FEATURES
ONE (HEL)L
BY ERIK BAPTIST

Staff Writer
Well, it took about four months, but
I'm finally done with law school. What's
that? I have FIVE more semesters? Oh,
dear Lord.
After taking exams last month, I r e
alized that I have something in common
with Osama bin Laden. And no, I'm not
talking about our brown skin or five wives.
Instead, it is very apparent that we both got
torn a new one in the month of December.
Osama went from being a dictator of a countiy to an occupier of a lonely cave in just
one month. I went from being a confident
law student to someone with a self-esteem
between that of a dung beetle and just plain
dung during that same month (For the dense
students out there who don't know, a dung
beetle is a beetle that feeds off dung.
Mmmmm...dung).
I was told by numerous 2Ls and 3Ls
that exams were very difficult, but I just
didn't know how difficult. I swear my pro
fessors must have had a great time making
these exams. I can just imagine their con
versations in the faculty lounge:
Professor Old and Cranky: I just fin
ished writing my exam for my first-year
class. This has to be, by far, my hardest
and most time-consuming exam yet! I tried
taking it and I only finished 8 hours later.
There's no way any of my students will fin
ish even half of it! (Laughterfills the room)
Professor Young and Ruthless: Oh
yeah? My exam contains essay questions
about material we never even covered in
class! My students have no idea that they
need to know this information. I doubt that
anyone will even score above 40 percent!
(More laughter fills the room)
Professor Trying to Get Tenure: You
guys are too much! I o nly had one ques
tion, but the fact pattern is so long that the
students will be reading it for the first two
hours! I can't wait to walk into the exam
room just to see all their stressed-out faces!
I love this time of year! (Even more laugh
ter fills the room. The Dean enters the
lounge.)
The Dean: Men, I hope you all made
reasonable exams that fairly test the mate
rial covered in your classes. (At this point,
the laugher is so intense that Professor Old
and Cranky soils himself Oh man, I crack
myself up sometimes. In all seriousness,
gentlemen, if at least fifty students don't
dropout after this semester, there's going
to be some hell to pay. Don't disappoint
me.
After my exam experience, 1 have no
doubt that this conversation actually oc
curred. I also have no doubt that this might
be my la st column. By t he time you read
the next issue, I wi ll have been kicked out
of the law school for having a GPA that re
sembles my blood-alcohol level on a typi
cal Monday night.
After enjoying exams, 1 thought a
little time at home would be nice and re
laxing. Well, I was wrong. When I was

20 Questions
By ANSEUA WADE

there, I deci ded to listen to some cassettes
1. How m any o f you have already broken all o f your New
that my parents taped of my sister and me
Year's resolutions?
when we were very small. Listening to
2. Don't you think t ha t t h e winter break w a s t o o sh o rt ?
myself when I was young and innocent
3. Wasn't t h e campus a glorious place t he fi r s t week s i n c e
would certainly bring a smile to my face,
t h e undergrads w e r e not back?
right? Wrong. Not only did I find out that
4
.
Who t h o u g h t th e Cashier's O ff i c e and Fina ncial Aid
I was what they call "slow," but I also dis
couldn't
p ull o f f g e t t i n g ou t th e loan c h e c ks on l a s t Tu e s 
covered that my dad made fun of this fact.
day?
Here's a little transcript:
5 . Have you b e e n in t h e new lounge? Oooooo, pretty... .
My mom: Erik is three and we're
6 . How m any 3Ls wish t h e powers t ha t b e would tell u s
going to try to get him to talk. Erik, what
is your name?
somethin g a b o ut our graduation?
Me: Yuck.
7 . S i nc e when do I have t o call in my o r d e r at Au Bo n Pa in s o
My dad: Your name is Yuck?
I don't have t o stand in t h a t awful lunch line?
Me: No. Yes. No. It's Yuck.
8 . Can L a Pr ima s e r v e any o t h er soup b es i de s Minestrone?
My dad: So your name IS Yuck?
9 . Why is GW s o cheap t h at , instead o f fixin g t he broken
Me: Yuck.
window in S 3 0 6 , it j us t put t a pe around t he g l a ss and
My dad: Yuck, how old are you?
stuck
i t in t h e frame?
Me: Yuck.
10. How m any 3Ls a r e paying back emergenc y loans and a r e
My mom: No, how old are you?
l e f t with j u s t a thousand dollars fo r t h e s em e s t e r ?
Me: Yuck. Yuck. Yuck.
My parents: Oh, dear Lord.
11. Why doesn't Lindy 's e v er have a 99 $ hamburger special?
You see, in addition to being "slow,"
12. Did you kno w t h a t no m a t t er how many t i m e s I've be gge d,
I had what they call a "speech impediment,"
people j us t would not keep t h os e hard lounge microwaves
where I couldn't pronounce my "R's" very
clean?
well. I guess I provided the comic relief
13. How m any o f you t ry to hit t h e underg rads a s th e y walk
with my great pronunciations, such as
a c r os s th e st r e e t on a g r e e n light, thinking they're w orth
"Yuck" instead of"Erik" and "twee" instead
5 0 points? (Hint: B ecause t ha t i s s o annoying, t h e y ar e
of "three" or "tree" (take your pick, the
worth
1 0 0 points)
mispronunciation was just the same).
14.
Don't
you
h a te it when you have no M onday c l as s e s and all
With my self-esteem now below that
t h e holidays fo r t h e se m e s t e r fall on a Monday?
of dung and somewhere above that of a
member of the Taliban, I flew back to Wash 15. S o , a r e you s c a r ed o f t h e new library l a t e f ee s ?
ington for the New Year. Many of my col
16. Didn't you e x p e c t t o se e t he BarBri t a b l e t he fi r s t week
lege friends flew into town for the occasion
o f c l as s e s ?
and we went to a gala downtown (I'm not
17. Why a r e people wearing s h o rt s j us t beca use it has
sure what a "gala" actually is, but it sounds
warmed t o 4 5 de g r e es ?
cool). Some of my current classmates were
18. Why i s i t th a t people st a nd rig ht in f r on t o f t h e second
also there. One of them made me promise
f l o or library e n t r a n ce and talk t o t he i r frien ds?
to write about our night in my column.
19.
How' m any 3Ls have d e c i d e d not to re a d fo r t h i s s e me s 
However, after two bottles of cham
ter?
pagne, half a bottle of wine, and a doubleshot of vodka (this was before the party even 20.Are n't you glad t ha t you a re being s ub j e c t ed t o an o t h e r
s e m e s t e r o f 2 0 questions?
picked up), all I know is that my night in
cluded "getting to know" a cute 27-year old
the second my friend turned his back on us
(sorry, Greg), pouring beer on one of my
classmates (sorry, John), being in a hotel
room with two 50-year old women (what
was I thinking), and passing out in my
apartment around 6 in the morning (Advil,
anyone?). The rest of the night is to your
imagination [and mine]. Judging from the
Now that SOHO is closed, many GW Law students are looking for a
stories I heard from everyone else, I guess
this was my best New Year's celebration in
new place to grab lunch. Why don't you try some of these out:
many years.
undergrads and terrible service, check out
After a week of recovering, classes
Au Bon Pain - In 2000 Penn. Yes, we
the second floor of the Marvin Center.
began and we all had to get back into the
know. You've been there a thousand
There
are plenty of choices here including
swing of things. I was about as eager to
times for coffee and bagels, but did you
Taco
Bell, Burger King, Starbucks, and
start studying again as a five-dollar hooker
know they actually lunch there, too?
is to receive a ten-cent tip (trust me, those
Chik Fil-A.
hookers usually want more). Each day, I
The Burro -In 2000 Penn. Pretty good
try to find a new reason to drop out, but my
Washington Deli -Inside 1990 K Street.
Mexican fare, and easy on the wallet to
financial situation still persuades me to re
It's hard to find, but the subs are pretty
boot.
main here in this deathtrap they call "law
good.
La Prima - In 2000 Penn. Great subs!
school."
China Panda - On the corner of 20th and
At least, in the mean time, I don't
I. Chinese on the cheap.
Lindy's Red Lion - In 2000 Penn. On
have to worry about anything, such as get
the Pennsylvania Avenue side. Great
ting a job, right? Right? Damn law school!
Pete's Deli - On I Street between 20th
burgers for the price!
and 21st We recommend the steak &
cheese.
Subway - On G Street, two blocks east of
Washington Law and Professional Books
TGI Fridays - Don't expect much from
the service, but the food is decent.
Wall Street Deli - On G Street one block
east of Washington Law and Professional
Aroma Cafe -1 and 19th. Great Indian
Books
food
McDonalds - On 174 Street just south of
Farragut Plaza - Go down the other
Pennsylvania Avenue.
escalator next to the 18Ul Str eet entrance
to the Farragut West Metro to find a food
J Street - If you can take hordes of
court with many choices.
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was strange to end like this, but there was
nothing he could about this one." He as
sured that he will be back in the fall. Cur
rently, Dienes is on sabbatical but he is not
staying idle during his recovery. In fact, he
views this time as the perfect opportunity
to dedicate time to other projects he is work
ing on. In addition to law professor, he is
also a consultant for U.S. News and World
Report magazine, a position he has held
for the past twelve years, and is continuing
this work at the present time. Dienes' other
projects include reading over proofs for the
new Constitutional Law casebook, the re
vised supplement to the book and the cor
responding nutshell and outline. In addi
tion, Dienes still manages to come into the
school once a week, although he admitted
that he tires out at the school very quickly,
usually after three or four hours.
While this may seem like a lotfor one
recovering from a triple bypass surgery,
Dienes offers that he can work on these
things at his own pace so he does not tire
as he would if he were teaching classes. He
pointed out that, regrettably, teaching
classes take so much out of him that it would
not be feasible for him to do that right now.
Instead, his focus is on trying to increase

1

his level of energy. Dienes expects to be
available to students over the summer and,
currently, he is available to students on the
day he is on campus. He is not administer
ing any independent projects, but he will
recruit research assistants at a later date.
Finally, not only is Dienes taking this
time to handle his professional responsi
bilities, but he is also enjoying life in gen
eral. He believes that his experience made
him appreciate the important things in life.
Currently, he is planning a trip to Cuba with
friends to take place in March. Moreover,
he has just returned from a trip to New
Orleans, a place he admits he did not need
to visit in his condition. Still, since the
operation, the professor has lost about fif
teen pounds and states that his physicians
report that he should be better off than he
was before the surgery. As for his holidays,
he and his family spent a quiet Christmas,
with no tree or fanfare. For New Year's, he
did the usual and went out with some of
GW's faculty. Dienes contended that, un
fortunately, he could not dance this year and
had to go home "right after midnight."
Nonetheless, that is a small price to pay for
another dance with life.

Marvin Gets a Makeover
Marvin Center, Chastain acknowledges, it
is "too packed to eat lunch" at.
Staff Writer
Nevertheless, what was once open
Besides the work that is going on space and the location of the handicapped
closer to the Law School, construction is ramp to the Marvin Center on its 21stStreet
undergoing throughout the rest of the entrance has now become enclosed. In the
George Washington University campus. basement, what was once an exit has now
Last year, directly across H Street from the become the new entrance for the GW Book
Law School, the University was preparing store. Despite the increased capacity, Alina
to open a building for the School of Media Morris, a 1L, found that it was still
and Public Affairs. Now, just further down "crowded," although it was the first day of
H Street, the Marvin Center is undergoing classes. Morris did not think that the GW
a facelift. The changes are not new; in fact, Bookstore "had been so bad," and was im
they have been occurring for years, includ pressed with how it appeared "open and
ing renovations of the basement and addi spacious," including the high ceilings (in
contrast to the bookstore where she went to
tions to better facilitate the handicapped.
Most noticeable, from a GW law college).
According to The George Washing
student's perspective is the expansion of the
GW Bookstore. However, this change has ton University's website, the addition and
gone unnoticed by many GW law students, renovation of the Marvin Center is expected
who purchase their textbooks from Wash to be "substantially complete" by April
ington Law Books. Ryan Campbell, a 3L, 2002. In addition to the GW Bookstore
admits that he purchases his books from expansion, the Marvin Center will soon
Washington Law Books and, accordingly, boast a "Great Hall," a ballroom, and addi
never goes to the Marvin Center. Amy tional parking spaces. However, Chastain
Chastain, a 2L, is also indicative of many feels that the addition of a "Great Hall"
GW law students, who do not "really go to would mainly benefit the undergraduate
the Marvin Center." On an average day, population rather than the law students.
especially during lunchtime, the building Overall, these changes are not likely toben
is sprawling with undergraduates. Giving efit the majority of law students who con
credence to the notion that perhaps that is tinue to steer clear of the Marvin Center.
one reason law students stay away from the
BY BRANDON MOSS

Crossword 101
Board Room"

By Ed Canty

ACROSS
4
11 12 13
1
2
3
t 7 t 9
1 Chew the fat
'
14
5 Queen of
"
"
10 Choir member
19
17
"
14 Tramp
22
20
21
15 Helped
25
26
24
16 Iranian monetary unit
17 Medicinal plant
30 31 32
27
21
»
18 Teen's transportation
35
34
33
20
the engine
21 Attention getter
31
37
36
22 Derrieres
41
40
39
23 Enthusiastic
• 44
43
42
25 Leg shank
27 Nursery residents
29 Kicks up a fuss
• 51 52 53
47
41 49
33 Wear away
34 End
57
54
33 56
35 Tom
60
51
39
36 Turkish leaders
63
61
*2
37 Stage
38 Go It alone
39 Austrian rtver
5 Windowframes
37 Ache
40 Spinnakers
38 Dress
6 Appalachian tral user
41 Kitchen knife
7
Dutch
cheese
40 Celery unk
42 Tranqultzer
8
Stake
41 Hairdo
44 Heathen theology
9 Lemon add on
43 Geronlmo, for one
46 Window part
10
Awaken
44 Temper
46 S. A Indian tribe
46 Welsh
11
Neeson
of
Schlndler*8
47 Base 8 number system
List
47 Double-reed Instrument
50 College bkjg
12
Waterproofed
canvas
48 Applaud
51 Delightful expression
13
GM
auto
49 Gallery
54 Teacher's aid
19 Barbarian
50 Baby talk
57 Stag
52 Spread
21 Author James
58 Solemn pledge
24 Blood disease
53 Chooe
59 Mountain projection
55 Dell offering
25 Crude
60 Steep
56 Frost contraction
26 American Beauty
61 Sword
57 License for Wall St
27 Girders
62 Wedding gown add on
28 Bicker
63 Fusses
29 Norman Vincent
Quotable Quote
DOWN
30 Shea Stadium fixture
1 Scotch
31 Fables
' I f y o u w a t c h a game, ffs fun.
2 Cavity
32 Plot
If y ou play It, It's recreation,
3 Onthe up and up I
tf you work at It,
34 Cream cheese add in
4 Sock part
it's golf."
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. . .Bob Hope

Crossword Answer on Page 6

Upcoming Events at
the George Washington
University Law School
"What You Can Do for Your Country:
A Common Cause Agenda"
Scott Harshbarger, President and CEO of Common Cause
Thursday, January 24,4:30 P.M.
Moot Court Room
"Reporting on the Law"
Nina Totenberg, Chief Legal Affairs Correspondent for NPR
Tuesday, February 5, 4:30 P.M.
Moot Court Room

James Ziglar,
Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service,
will speak in L201.
Tuesday, February 26, 4:30 P.M.
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Attention Fellow Gamers
EDDIE'S GOT THE GOODS ON THE BIG 3 REASONS WHY YOU WON'T BE PREPARED FOR CLASS THIS SEMESTER.
BY EDDIE GO MEZ

Features Editor
This holiday season was the first time in a very long
time that three distinct video game systems were on the
market, ready for consumption. [Attention females: If you
hadn't realized after reading the title of this story, the pre
ceding sentence should have been enough to alert you to
the fact that this article is about video games, so your in
terest in learning about this topic should wane signif....]
Alright boys, I think I got rid of the girls. Recently, I
know a bunch of you received one of these systems as a
gift, wasted a majority of your break playing with one of
them, or spent a butt-load of holiday cash purchasing one.
The three systems at issue are Nintendo's Game Cube,
Sony's Playstation 2 (PS2), and Microsoft's Xbox.
All three systems are unique in their own way,
but what makes these consoles so powerful is that in addi
tion to a central processor, each system brings an addi
tional graphics engine, which is essentially an extra pro
cessor dedicated to handling the system's graphics. This
splitting up of "the work" that such a system does while
playing a game helps free up more resources for other tasks
or even better graphics (two hands are better than one
right?).
This article will give you a brief synopsis of what
these machines can do, what they cost, what the best games
are, and what to expect in the future from each. Who
knows, you might even learn something interesting about
computers and stuff.

Happy Meal and the first generation games are aimed di
rectly at kids (young ones) and no one else. On the posi
tive side, it's $100 cheaper than either the PS2 or Xbox
and it's quite fast. Also, Nintendo kind of knows what it's
doing when it comes to video game systems, so you can
expect many great things to come from the Cube in the
future (like a sequel to that all-time favorite...Metroid).
Good Games: Unfortunately, Nintendo only released
a handful of games along with the Game Cube and the
majority of those, as stated above, are for kids averaging
10 years old (i.e., Luigi'sMansion, Pikmiri). The only ex
ception to this is probably the best game to come from the
Star Wars license in a long time: Star Wars Rogue Squad
ron II: Rogue Leader. Put simply: this game is the shiznit!
If you like Star Wars, spending $250 to get the system and
this one game is worth it. Trust me (hey, at least it's better
than that Darth Vader replica lightsaber you bought a few
years ago).

the PS2's appearance on the market before the Game Cube
and Xbox had something to do with it, but the games on
the shelves right now for this system are unmatched. The
PS2's titles break ground in almost every gaming genre:
in role-playing - Final Fantasy X, in strategy/action Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of Liberty, in racing - Grand
Turismo 3, in running around a city and having sex with
prostitutes and killing people - Grand Theft Auto 3. The
PS2's graphics are on par with none of the other systems'
right now (though the Xbox might overtake it really soon)
and no one can make batter games for their system than
Sony, a company that already knows the ins and outs of its
source code, unlike Microsoft's developers.

Microsoft Xbox
Cost: $299.99
Specifications: Here come some big numbers. The
Xbox sports an Intel 733 MHz (!) processor. The incred
ible graphics engine consists of an Nvidia 233 MHz video
Sony Playstation 2:
card. It has a 5 GB (that's 1000 MB!) internal hard drive,
Cost: $299.99
so the need for memory cards in the immediate future is
Specifications: The PS2 sports a 128-bit Emotion almost eliminated (but I'm sure Microsoft will find a way
Engine (for the sake of comparison, the Nintendo 64 and to force you to buy one soon). Unlike the PS2, it has ports
Playstation were 64 bit, Super Nintendo -32 bit, Nintendo for 4 controllers, but it, of course, only brings one and no
- 16 bit) running at 294 MHz (slower in the MHz depart games. It's big, heavy, and black.
ment than any of the other systems). The graphics engine
The Downlow (I Mean Lowdown): The Xbox is
is a graphic synthesizer that runs near the speed of the the most recent incarnation of Bill Gates's penetration of
Game Cube (sub par in my opinion). It has 32 MB of the sanctity of our home. And he got in there real good.
memory for regular processing. It has slots for 2 control During the Xbox's development, Microsoft struck an ex
lers, but it only brings one when you buy it. It, too, brings clusive deal with Nvidia, the foremost provider of
no games. The only color that will be available is black, groundbreaking video cards for home and office comput
Nintendo Game Cube:
with the option of having the console in a vertical or hori ers. Think of it as a new car company striking a deal with
Cost: $199.99
zontal position (vertical might look cool, but it's very dif Ferrari where Ferrari will be responsible for making the
Specifications: The Game Cube sports a Gekko pro ficult to play games).
engines of the company's new cars and you'll get the pic
cessor running at 485 MHz (this is the average speed of a
The Downlow (I mean Lowdown): Right now, the ture. The graphics processor and the rest of the hardware
mid-range Pentium HI - most of the laptops you see at PS2 is the most popular video game system on the planet.
is fast as hell and can probably kick the crap out of a ma
school are just a bit faster than 485 MHz). The graphics It has done so by capitalizing on the Sony name and by the
jority of your computers (and this thing was made to play
engine isa Flipper Graphics Processor running at 166 MHz. system's numerous appearances in rap songs and videos
video games!). Like the Sega Dreamcast, the Xbox will
The Game Cube also has 40 megabytes (MB) of RAM-like (basketball players seem to love this thing too). Sony did
eventually have high-speed internet capability, so you could
memory that helps it deal with the tasks involved in run not alter the code much in transitioning from the Playstation
play against your buddies all over the world. On the down
ning a game. It has slots for 4 controllers, but it only to PS2, so all of your old Playstation games are still com
side, although the Xbox supports DVD and CD formats, it
brings one when you buy it. It also brings no games. The patible. Also, unlike the Game Cube and Xbox, the PS2 is
cannot play DVDs out of the box, so one will have to go
most popular color right now is blue, but a black version is a DVD/CD player right out of the box, which is quite nice.
out and spend $40 on a controller that will give you access
on the market and more colors are soon to follow (sorry Unfortunately, the PS2 is not a powerhouse like the Xbox
to the DVD player (bastards!). Additionally, this thing's
guys, no translucent fuchsia yet).
and its direct competitor in the hardware department is huge and heavy. The controllers are also the least ergoThe Downlow (I mean Lowdown): The Game Cube the Game Cube, surprisingly (which says something about
nomic of the bunch and are quite bulky. Most small chil
suffers from some major drawbacks. First, it does not play the PS2's lack of power or the Game Cube's abundance of
dren will definitely have a hard time putting their small
DVDs or CDs; it only plays Nintendo's 3 "A" prop rietary it, whichever you like). Also, the system only brings slots
hands around those things (but who cares about the kids
disks. Nintendo planned to release a DVD attachment in for 2 controllers, so Sony is forcing the consumer to not
anyway, they should go out and get a Game Cube).
the U.S., but it only did so in Japan, and later scrapped the only pay $35 per controller, but one must fork out an addi
Good Games: Unfortunately, Microsoft has never
U.S. version (those darn Japanese get all the cool stuff. tional $35 for a Multi-Tap, which gives the PS2 the ability
made console games before, so although the power might
Second, you can't play old Nintendo games on it. Nintendo to process more than 2 players (I have two brothers, so this
be there (and it truly is), the developers have not been able
was the last of the video game manufacturers to use out is a problem for many families). Although the PS2 may
to harness it fully as of yet. Also, many of the Xbox's
dated cartridges, but once it finally switched to disks, it not be as powerful as initially expected or believed, some
games are simply translated from the computers they were
kept its tyrannical grip on the market by making you buy a thing must be said for Sony's ability to make something
originally intended for and thrown into the Xbox. How
bunch of brand new Nintendo games for your Game Cube, out of almost nothing when it comes to creating some of
ever, the game Halo is one of the most incredible games
unlike the PS2, which lets you play old Playstation games the best video game titles on Earth.
ever created. It, too, was originally intended for the com
as well. Third, it's made for kids. "No s#*t," you say; but
Good Gaines: Let me get one thing straight before I puter, but was switched over at the last minute and is now
the Cube's colors and controllers come straight out of a begin: Sony makes badass games for its systems. Perhaps
a premier first person shooter. A great space shooting game,
Star Wars Starftghter: Special Edition, based on the events
BOARD ROOM
in Episode I (no Jar Jar), is also out there. Another fust
person
shooter, Max Payne, is also very detailed and ex
c H A T
H E B A
[ A L T O
s
citing (you can slow down gunfights like in The Matrix
H O B O
1 O E D
and dodge bullets in real time).
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Recommendations: Although most of us are on a
tight budget, if you like to play video games once in a
while, it's about time you upgrade whatever you have and
get one of these bad boys. Although consoles will never be
as fast or in-depth as computer games, these 3 systems
bring them one stepcloser. If you're counting spare change,
I recommend the Game Cube, with StarWars Rogue Squad
ron II: Rogue Leader as your first title. For those of you
with a bit more money, you have a tough decision to make.
Although the Xbox greatly surpasses any console interms
of raw power, its game heritage and development is still
young and unproven (remember the Atari Jaguar? Prob
ably not ). But this is Microsoft, so you'll just have to be
patient. If you want immediate gratification, go for the
PS2, since the games are incredible. I recommend Grand
Theft A uto 3 andMetal Gear Solid 2: Sons of Liberty. As
far as the Xbox goes, I recommend Halo. Any way you go,
you won't be sorry.
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POINT-COUNTER-POINT
Time's Person of the
Year: The Right Choice?
Point:

Counter-Point:

BY MARK HERSHFIELD

BY PAUL J. MEISSNER

Personally, I think I should have been
chosen as Time Magazine's Person of the
Year. After all, I am the News Editor of
this most successful publication. My ego
aside, I respectfully think Time did not se
lect the right individual for this prestigious
honor. In making this declaration I realize
that I am practically alone in this belief.
Time's selection was received with great
praise and accolades amongst individuals
of all political stripes, especially since it had
been rumored for weeks that Osama Bin
Laden was under consideration for Time's
Person of the Year. In fact, I cannot name
one newscaster or commentator who criti
cized their choice and I watch quite a bit of
television (especially over the break).
I have nothing against Mayor
Guiliani. Sure he is a Republican, and I
am a Democrat, but for a Republican he is
very progressive and I support some of his
policy initiatives. It goes without saying
that Guiliani was selected for his "heroic"
reaction to the September 11"' terrorist at
tacks. Certainly, I can understand why po
licemen and firefighters have been called
heroes, but I could never understand how
Guiliani was one. After all, how many bod
ies did he pull out of the Trade Center and
how many lives did he save?
It was the media that made Guiliani
a hero. All of a sudden, there he appeared
everywhere. During the World Series his
name was mentioned almost once per in
ning and every time his name was quickly
followed by the word "hero." Even an avid
Yankee fan like myself was tired and frus
trated with seeing his face all over the tele
vision set.
I am not going dispute the fact that
his reaction to the terrorist acts was better
than that of our President. Instead of fly
ing to an undisclosed location and failing
to make a statement for what seemed like
an eternity, Guiliani was down at ground
zero. Still, being a moral cheerleader is
one thing, but in my mind that doesn't make
you a hero, and it surely doesn't make you
Time's Person of the Year. His face might

give us comfort, but that only makes him a
symbol. Being a symbol does not make one
a hero.
A person of the year should be the
person who had the most impact (usually a
positive one) on the world for that year. If
I recall correctly, Guiliani began the year
with a messy public divorce and an equally
public fiasco with his estranged wife.
Guiliani also spent much time defending,
what would appear
to be indefensible,
police misconduct.
Sometimes it is
amazing
how
people seem to for
get things. Septem
ber 11th was a
monumental date,
but it does not wipe
the slate clean.
So who ex
actly should have
Time selected? To
he honest, I don't
know. One can make a case for the Presi
dent (it wouldn't be me), Secretary
Rumsfeld, Osama Bin Laden or even ...
Vince McMahon. On a recent episode of
WWF Smackdown, McMahon jokingly re
ferred to himself as Time's Man of theYear,
but how far off was he? After all, the XFL
flop aside, he is the king of "sports enter
tainment." The bottom line is that many
people can lay claim to this honor and they
would have valid arguments.
Guiliani has done many good things
for the City of New York, but he has also
had many missteps (his aborted run at a
Senate seat for example). Overall, he was
a decent Mayor and he is a good man.
However, there is a fine line between good
ness and greatness. In my mind, Guiliani
passes the first bar, but not the second. Of
course, in the end the public did get what
they wanted - formal recognition (in addi
tion to him being Knighted by the Queen
of England) for our hero... well maybe your
hero, but not mine.

Even though I am not much of a Re fallible. He suffered a failed marriage much
publican either, I have this habit of giving like many Americans. He had dropped out
credit when credit is due. The year 2001 of a Senate race against a person whom he
has changed the course of American his could have easily beaten. He had a vicious
tory (and possibly world history) forever. fight with prostate cancer. Besides these
Much like World War II and the Civil War, personal afflictions, he has drawn profes
the United States as a government and as a sional criticism as well. He has drawn
people are being challenged.
much criticism for his decision tostand with
Mayor Rudolph Guiliani has accepted New York police officers that shot a West
this challenge and has performed extraor African immigrant. Similarly, he drew
dinarily well. On a criticism from civil libertarians who be
tragic September lieved that he went too far in removing
morning, America homeless people from the streets and being
saw how a mere lo a little too tough on crime.
cal official could be
First of all, his personal affairs are of
come a world leader. his concern and nobodyelse's. Even though
Much like his own he is a public official, he is entitled to a
personal hero, Win personal life including his "messy divorce."
ston Churchill, I find it quite hypocritical that Mr.
Guiliani comforted Hershfield, who calls himself a liberal
the masses byletting Democrat, would start throwing a person's
them know that private matters into a debate regarding a
z_ there was still a gov- person's record of public service. However,
CNN eminent and there Mr. Hershfield does havea point thatTime's
was still peace and person of the year is not the role model for
order. He was not only speaking to eight how to have a successful marriage. But the
million New Yorkers, but to hundreds of fact is that the media took Mayor Guiliani's
millions of scared Americans. Many of private matters and made them into a pub
these people (including myself) had wit lic spectacle. Yet, he was tenacious in his
nessed the end of their complacency and fight against the media, and he prevailed.
needed leadership. Mayor Guiliani was the
Regarding the professional criticisms,
first to address and comfort the masses nobody is forgetting them at all. Besides
while President Bush was still in flight be his personal fight with the media, these
ing carted around in the name of national professional criticisms make his nomina
security.
tion as "Person of the Year" even stronger.
After the tragedy, he made extraor He stood behind his police officers after they
dinary efforts to quell public anger and fear were indicted for killing the West African
and simultaneously inspire hope. He voiced immigrant and was overjoyed to see them
his concerns about backlash against Arab- acquitted. He stood behind the efforts to
Americans and persons of the Muslim faith. clean up of New York City, hence making
He was again in the forefront answering it a better place to visit and to live. After
questions and quelling fears during the an September 11, h e stood behind his beliefs
thrax scare in the New York post offices in his decision not to accept a ten millionand media syndicates. He even tried to in dollar check from a Saudi prince due to the
crease the already waning tourism indus Saudi prince's stance on American foreign
try in New York by g etting on television affairs. Getting a Republican to give back
doing interviews and commercials.
money is commendable in itself.
In the midst of all of this, he man
"Heroes" come in many forms.
aged to show abnormal human strength and Without question, the police officers and
integrity during the whole process. Before firefighters who ran into the burning World
any other public official, he was at ground Trade Center are heroes. Undoubtedly, our
zero to assess the damage. He was not sit men and women fighting overseas for our
ting in h is lofty office at city hall making liberty and freedom here at home are he
decisions by the wave of his pen. He was roes. Also, a hero can besomeone who su down in the trenches, comforting police cessfully faced his or her own challen;
officers and firefighters. He attended in and inspired many people to do the san
numerable memorial services. Pursuant to He believed in hisown personal convicti*
a promise made to a close friend who died and his city workers including those \
in the World Trade Center, he gave away died in the line of duty. He never gav
the bride at her wedding. He made people quent speeches like Bill Clinton or
believe that someone in the government ston Churchill. He never had to;
cared about their concerns and their lives. came one of us. He was just another 1
I have no reason to believe that most other imperfect human being. Still, he ros
public officials would go that far for his or the challenge of running America's m t
her constituents.
diverse and largest metropolis and hel, d
Contrary to these almost super-hu it survive through the worst day in its his
man and extraordinary efforts, Mayor tory. That required a larger person than I.
Guiliani is, of course, a man like any other. Mr. Hershfield, or even Vince McMahon
Like all human beings, he is imperfect and could ever be.
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Movie Review: A Wizard
on the Big Screen

Opportunities in
International Law at GW

dition to the classes a student may take, the
BY GUALBERTO GA RCIA JONES
movie was not overly complicated in its
program offers an Oxford Lecture Series,
Staff Writer
character development or its plot. How
with lectures and presentations by some of
ever, it was not as predictable as I an tici
the leading authorities in the field of inter
I know that it has been out fora while, pated. The acting was not particularly stel
George
Washington
University
Law
national human rights law. T he speakers
but I cannot neglect to review one of the lar, but s ince most of the main characters
School
is
renowned
for
its
excellence
in
the
for
2001 were Harold Koh, former U.S.
most highly anticipated movies of the year. were children, the mediocre performances
field of international law. U.S. News and Assistant Secretaiy of State for Democracy,
In late November, hoards of anxious chil were not unexpected. In addition, the act
World Report ranks the international law Human Rights, and Labor; Professor Guy
dren and their tolerant parents crowded to ing on the part of the adult characters
see the long-awaited adventure, Harry Pot showed little real promise. These actors program at GWU in the top 10 in the coun Goodwin-Gill, Professor of International
ter and the Sorcerer's Stone. In addition to have no real excuse for their poor acting try, while the law school is only ranked in Refugee Law, Oxford University; and
these rambunctious children and their par save for the fact that the emphasis of the the top 25. Given this, there are many ways Patricia Sellers, Legal Advisor on Gender
students interested in the international law Issues to the Office of the Special Prosecu
ents, I have to say that many students of movie and the book are on Harry Potter
program
can take advantage of the great tor with the International Criminal Tribu
this fine law school awaited its debut as himself. Besides the dearth of exceptional
opportunities that go along with the repu nal for the Former Yugoslavia.
well. So, I had to recognize Harry Potter's acting, I found the character development
tation.
The program also offers a human
existence and write about it as a law stu to be lacking. Many of the characters
Picture Washington DC as the great rights film series, a career panel, and a se
dent turned movie critic.
seemed to revolve too much around the tower of Babel. Policymakers from around
ries of late-afternoon seminars by members
Harry Potter was the brainchild of young wizard and seemed to have little lives
the world converge within shouting distance of the faculty regarding their work in the
British author J.K. Rowling, a single of their own. One could argue that this is
of GW and it is up to the student to make field. While neither GWU nor Oxford pro
mother and welfare recipient who was down the point of the movie, but having a three
his voice heard and understood. Adding to vides funding for students in the program,
on her luck. Ms. Rowling commented that hour movie based on one person could get
the cacophony of the international arena is at around $6000 for five credits, room, and
she created Harry Potter after spending long dull after a while.
the fact that the international field covers board, the cost is comparable to taking five
nights in a coffeeshop trying escape a harsh
At almost three hours in length, most areas of law: business, comparative,
credits at GW. Students may obtain the
reality. Little did anyone know that her Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone, was
environmental,
human
rights,
intellectual
application
online.
story would become so successful. Millions still an enjoyable flick. However, its spe
property, negotiation and arbitration law.
Students
may also gain practical ex
of children and law students all around the cial effects and plot twists made the movie's
Here's
how
to
get
involved.
First,
talk
perience
in
international
law through out
world flocked to read all of the well-writ duration go quickly. Directed by Chris
to
the
friendly
folks
at
the
International
and
side
placement
with
a
wide
variety of gov
ten novels including Harry Potter and the Columbus of Home Alone, the movie fol
Comparative
Legal
Studies
Office.
Asa
1L,
ernment
agencies
and
private
organizations.
Sorcerer's Stone the basis for this movie.
lowed the book pretty well, or so I hear. I and completely ignorant in the field, I de
The
international
law
program
coordinates
The movie opens with the main char found the movie quite enjoyable, even
cided
to
start
there.
While
I
was
in
the
pro
efforts
with
the
Jacob
Burns
Community
acter, the eleven-year-old Harry Potter, liv though some of the characters are one-di
ing with his abusive foster family. Against mensional and seemed to kiss up to the cess of incoherently expressing my interest Legal Clinic to place students in govern
the wishes of his oppressive foster father, movie's main character and namesake. For in international law to the receptionist, Pro ment agencies, NGO's, and institutions
fessor Susan Karamanian yelled out from dealing with international issues. Students
the young HarryPotter attended Hogwart's, one thing, Mr. Potter's adventures were di
a school for wizardry and witchcraft. Leav verse and creative. I had a lot of fun watch her office and asked me tocome in and chat. can receive credit and get paid for their
Next, take some courses in interna work as interns with organizations and
ing his fanuly to go to the school was a ing the young wizard, his friends and foes,
tional
law; there are more than fortycourses agencies including the Department of Jus
dream come true for the future wizard. and his guiding professors interact in their
in
international
law. As the brochure for tice, the Environmental Defense Fund, the
Upon enrollment at the school, he en magical school.
the
international
law program announces, U.S. Attorneys Office, the Women's Legal
trenched himself in classes such asPotions,
After the grand finale between Harry "no field of law is immune from interna
Defense Fund, the International Criminal
Broomstick Flying, and Spell-casting. Potter and the primary villain, a dastardly
tional
standards,"
so
look
carefully.
Court,
and many more. The person to con
Harry Potter and his newly found friends evil wizard, and the movie's conclusion, I
Get
involved,
or
at
least
grab
some
tact
is
Mary
Brittingham @ (202) 994-7463
have a series of adventures in the school could not help but think about a quote from
pizza
and
attend
a
meeting
for
one
of
the
at
the
Community
Legal Clinic or you can
including an episode with Fluffy, a three- a recent episode of The Simpsons. Ned
various
student
organizations
dealing
with
drop
by
the
international
program's office,
headed, twenty-foot tall dog, an adventure Flanders is reading a bizarre variation of
international
law.
Some
examples
of
these
which
is
located
on
the
first
floor of the new
with a bizarre game called quittage where Harry Potter to his children, Rod and Todd:
groups
are
the
International
Law
Society
"E"
building.
the players fly around on broomsticks, and
Flanders: " . and Harry Potter and and Amnesty International,
Lastly and probably most importantly,
the grand finale, an adventure to find the his friends went straight to hell for practic
If you have an interest in human talk to your professors. Many of our pro
Sorcerer s Stone, a powerful source of ing witchcraft!"
rights, go to England for a summer, and fessors are directly involved with interna
magic.
Rod and Todd Flanders (in unison):
study at the prestigious joint program in tional law issues. Ineverceasetobeamazed
Being based on a children's book, the
"Yay!!!"
international human rights law in Oxford. at the twinkle in the eyes of the professors
The program begins on July 7th and ends when you interrupt their independent re
on August 3rd. Students receive five credit search to ask them personal questions. They
hours for completing this program. In ad love it, trust me.
Bv PAUL MEIS SNER
Staff Writer

Bill & Ted's Excellent Advice

Dear Bill & Ted
Over winter break I went
down to Florida and I met this
incredible guy. How do I tell my c urrent
boyfriend that it's over?

Civic so he will be happy and you w ill be
out of the relationship. Then you will be
all ready to cruise around town in your
Bill:
Sounds like you had a fun brand new Porsche.
break and I can see you need some righ
teous advice. I see you are heeding the
Ted:
Uh... Bill, I hate to bring
words of Vanilla Ice as you "drop that zero this up, but didn't your girlfriend go to
and get with the hero." I know it might Florida over break? Dude, are you ok?
shock you, but I do know a thing or two
I th ink we've all been dropped once
about being dumped. I've heard all the or twice. Some of us more than others, and
lines, from "it's not you it's me" to"go away some of us have been dropped much harder
loser" to "I am moving to Spain, see ya." than others (right Bill?). Once you're sure
Us guys are not very bright so you need to you want to drop this guy, it's up to you to
come out a nd tell this dude that it's over. decide how hard you want this guy to hit
Maybe you should use an analogy so the rock bottom when you
meathead will understand.
drop him. It may de
How 'bout cars? Guys like cars. pend on how good
Here's what you should tell him: Dude the last time in
you're like a Honda Civic. You are depend the sack was,
able and reliable, but I am young and I need or it may
to get a sports car. I w ent for a test drive just depend
over break in a Porsche and I found out that on whether
I want to buy the sports car. The dude will you ever
understand and he won't be too upset, be plan to see
cause he will think you are weird for com him again.
paring your relationship to a car. Plus, he Regardless
will probably think it's cool to be a Honda

of how nice you want to be in the break-up,
though, there are some rules to follow to
keep the break-up manageable and neces
sary therapy to a minimum:
1) A relationship doesn't work if one
person is no longer interested. There is sim
ply no room for negotiation. The other per
son may try to argue/convince/beg you to
stay. Whatever you do, make it absolutely
clear that you are absolutely sure that this
relationship is over, and that there is noth
ing he can say to change it.
If you fail to do this, you are giving
him a license to hassle you in the future,
and you're allowing yourself to
string him along. This is not
just cruel, it's stupid. It
leads to major psy®
c h o1 o g ic a 1
problems,
may create
problems
with this
new guy,
and may
turn Mr. Ex

into Mr. Stalker.
2) Aclean break is usually
for the best. Don't go back for
"one last time for old time's sake." All that
will do is show you that it's really over, but
it will string along the other person, be
cause it will give them the desperate hope
that you just can't let go. Desperate people
cling to slim hopes. This goes back to #1
and making it clear that it's over.
3) An ex is an ex. Some may argue
with me on this one, but it's usually a good
idea to completely separate yourself from
your new ex fora solid period of time. This
will give both of you the chance to adjust to
your new status as "not together." Let's
face it: hanging out with your ex is awk
ward at the least, and bound to cause prob
lems for both of you.
That's pretty much my advice for
breaking up with a significant other. Some
advice columns would tell you to make sure
you're nice in order to protect this poor
guy's psyche. I could care less. My advice
is designed to get you out of the relation
ship with minimum problems. Of course,
you can always do better than: "Hey, I 'm
sleeping with somebody else now. I thin k
you're a loser. Get the hell out of my life."
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Wanted: Dead. Period.

Got a Resolution?
BY ANGEUA WADE

Why Osama Bin Laden needs to be killed, not captured.

Opinion Editor

"Be it resolved that..." You fill in the 6am in 45-degree weather. If you can't
loved ones on 9-11. The mountains of vid
blank.
Every year, around January 1, we seem to glean the time for working out, try
eotape, teeming with horrible images of
Managing Editor
create
goals
t hat we hope to reach in the taking the stairs to class; not only the sec
bloodstained survivors, burning buildings,
New
Year.
Th
ey are affectionately known ond floor classes, but your fourth floor
Harsh words, I know. I myself cringe and doomed souls plunging to their deaths
as
"New
Year's
Resolutions." Well, we all classes as well. Youknow you' I get to class
at the thought of calling for the end of will be all too effectiveat showing the grav
know
that
by
Mid-January,
many of us have faster than the elevator!
someone's life, but some crimes are so hei ity and brutality of the crime, but will that
Third, make a resolution NOT to get
already
broken
most,
if
not
a ll, of the reso
nous that the perpetrators have forfeited also taint the finder of fact as toactual guilt?
any
parking
tickets this year. If you are
their right to breathe. And let's face it, with Innocent until proven guilty? It's a nice lutions we m ade just 14 days earlier. In anything like me, then you have singleOsama Bin Laden, capture is not really an thought, but it's not going to happen here. light of t his, I have devised some New handedly funded many D.C. programs sim
On top of that, publicity on this trial Year's Resolutions and ways to keep them.
option. There are too many problems and
will be unbe Some of these may sound funny, but they ply through your parking violations. Well,
too many vari
not anymore! The problem was never dis
lievable. It's are not; they're just practical.
ables.
m m%mmm
obeying
parking laws, so to speak. Usu
First, do more pro bono work and
usually custom
If we cap
ally,
my
tickets
came from parking at a bro
ary for the fami volunteer service. What better way to start
ture him alive,
ken
meter
and
having
to contest the ticket
lies of the vic the New Year than by helping someone else?
the
United
in
front
of
the
most
insensitive
and money
tims to attend a If you have free time, volunteering can give
States must put
hungry
hearing
examiner,
parking
in a "No
trial, but for that you a sense of purpose and fulfillment, not
him on trial.
Parking
Anytime"
zone
just
to
run
to the
to
mention
it
keeps
you
from
being
idle.
to happen here,
How can we call
ATM, or arriving at my car at 3:59 where
You
will
also
be
able
to
use
those
lawyer
the trial would
ourselves the
there is no parking from 4-6:30pm. Call it
have to be held ing skills you are dying totry out on people.
nation of free
unfair; I think it is. Washington, D.C. will
GW
has
a
number
of
programs,
th
rough
the
in a stadium. I
dom and de
not get anymore of our money this year and
SBA
and
other
organizations,
which
pro
can picture it
mocracy and not
now: Madison mote public service. You can even get rec this is how I plan to make sure of that:
do so? But with
1. On days when you don't have
Square Garden, ognition for it at graduation! With that said,
a trial comes
classes,
don't come here until after 6:30pm.
United States v. here is how you keep a resolution to do pro
many problems
This
eliminates
being ticketed for letting
Osama
Bin bono work:
that we as a na
the
meter
run
out,
meter feeding, or for
1. D on't do your service on a day
Laden, with the
tion may not
parking
in
the
zone
over 2 hours. What
j u m b o t r o n when you have nothing else to do. If you
want to deal
ever
you
can't
do
from
home before that
showing live don't have to get out of bed or leave the
with.
time
simply
won't
get
done.
footage of open house (or leave the house again, if you've
The trial
2. Park in the garage on days when
ing arguments gone home after classes), then you are less
itself will be a
you do drive. Paying $5.75 is a lot better
likely
to
get
up
to
go
to
your
service
activ
and testimony.
public relations
than paying $15.00 or $50.00. Plus, you
The media cir ity. It is best to do your service while you
nightmare for
relieve yourself of the stress of running out
are
already
out.
cus surrounding
the government.
2. Find something you're interested to put more money in the meter. The catch
this trial would
First, we have
•
_
in! If you get tired of being surrounded by is to arrive early for a good spot and to try
the choice of a civilian trial or a secret mili make the OJ and the Menendez trials look
the law and you don't want to think about not to run over the undergrads when you're
tary tribunal. Secret military tribunals are like traffic court cases.
leaving the garage.
And if it is a public trial, what about it when you are away from campus, then
one thing for unknown members of al3. If you are going to be at the law
volunteer
somewhere
like
a
ch
ildren's
hos
Quaeda that the public probably cares noth the evidence? Much of the convincing evi pital or a homeless shelter, where no one school for just a short while, gets lots of
ing about, but the public will want to see dence may not pass our strict requirements cares about subject matter jurisdiction or change before you get here. Insert enough
this trial. Further, a secret military tribu for admission. Even if it is admitted, will
change for 2 hours and time yourself. Usu
equitable estoppel.
nal will cast serious doubts on the legiti it result in compromise of vital intelligence
Second, resolve to be physically fit. ally, if you're over 2 hours and you have to
macy of the outcome. Legitimacy is ex sources? If so, the government may be re Most of us would love to shed another 10 put in more coins, you won't be ticketed
tremely important when you are trying a luctant to even offer it
for meter feeding. But, watch out, the meter
And with these kinds of evidentiary pounds, increase flexibility, or add muscu
criminal claiming tobe a martyr and a rebel.
lar strength. Sitting in the library in front says, "2-hour, short term parking and meter
For the outcome to have any weight in the problems, a trial presents the biggest issue of the laptop won't cut it. There is no bet feeding not allowed." OHHH scary.
4. Finally, beware of parking where
public and political forums, it must be a of all: what if the finder of fact simply ter time than the present to improve physi
civilian criminal trial. But will a civilian doesn't have enough evidence to find him cal fitness. Be it resolved now that I will there is no meter. Check out the sign at the
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt? Assum
criminal trial be any better?
get my butt (literally) into shape. You can't end of the corner. There is no such thing
First, there's the issue of whether ing that we get an impartial jury, a not
function properly in class if y ou're slug as a free lunch!
Bin Laden can get a fair trial. Bin Laden guilty verdict becomes a very real possibil gish and tired. One way to combat the leth
Finally, take a class that I really want
shouldn't have too many problems finding ity. I think that would leave the United argy is to exercise. Exercise, however, is to take and not just because it is on the bar.
an attorney, because the publicity surround States with a lot of egg on our face. We not the only thing needed to stay in shape. GW has a number of law, undergraduate
ing the case will turn the trial into a career- bombed a nation back into the stone age Diet is very important and all those 8pm and graduate courses. There are some
maker, but can we find an impartial jury? and helped overthrow a government in or meetings that serve pizza won't keep your course offerings that you may not have been
Are there twelve people inthe United States, der to capture this guy, and yet now, a c arteries from clogging. Good food and exposed to before or that you won't get the
let alone in the potential forums of New cording to our own laws, we must let him workouts help relieve stress and for those chance to explore in the near future. 3Ls,
York City, Arlington, and Pennsylvania, go free?
this is the last hurrah and you should make
Of course, all of these problems can lLs approaching journal and skills boards
who aren't already absolutely convinced
competitions and job searches, you'll need the most of it. For lLs and 2Ls, learn some
that he's guilty and deserves to burn for his be solved by one of our special forces teams all the relief you can get. But, alas, I will thing new and fun. So, resolve to broaden
find Bin Laden. Of course he'll
crimes?
we iuuuu
found Uone.
I when they
crimes/ lI'd
a be
oe surprised
surpnseu if
u wc
uv. .
.,
not leave you without a solution. You should your horizons and use that credit/no credit
think an impartial jury is a doubtful propo- resist. He's probably surrounded by a cadre
v
J J
take
advantage of the newgym in the Health option for more than Tax or Secured Trans
o-Onnfvta soldiers
soldiers who
of „,„n
well-armed al-Quaeda
who
sition at best.
and
Wellness Center. For you 3Ls, this is actions. From what I've heard, there are
Next, what about the judge? We tend won't give up without a fight. Hopefully, the last semester to take advantage of the some things you c an wait to learn in the
to trust judges on their impartiality, but we one decision on the battlefield will resolve free classes and equipment before you're bar review course.
are talking about the murder of three thou all of these problems.
The death of Bin Laden won't put an forced to join Bally's or to go running at
sand people here. Even the most evenhanded judge would be hard pressed to re end to terrorism, but it will bring some clo
main impartial when every shred of evi sure to this long nightmare we've been in
dence presented will conjure up the shock, since that September morning that we just
confusion and rage that we all felt as we can't forget.
BY ANDRE W THO MPSON

' W*#tb
USAMA BH LABE5J

scrambled home and frantically called our
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Clinic Spotlight: The Consumer Mediation Clinic
ELEANOR A . HUNT

diators, complete self-evaluations and neutrals, that the parties became adamant
Clinic's intake hotline to receive free assis
evaluations of classmates, attend an inten about not agreeing on anything except 'pun
tance," explained Professor Izumi. "Using
sive Saturday training session, co-mediate ishing' the one while the other 'exculpated'
the Better Business Bureau model of con
disputes in the community under my su himself. Thus, no agreement was reached.
sumer
mediation, student mediators help
The Consumer Mediation Clinic pervision or Mr. Dinkin (the Director of the
On the other hand, a different case pre consumers and businesspeople negotiate
(CMC), the oldest law school mediation CDRC ), and maintain journals of their
sented itself where the two parties quickly mutually agreeable settlements." The most
program in the country, is wearing a new mediation experiences," described Profes
decided that they respected each other and common types of cases CMC receives in
hat—it not only provides mediation services sor Izumi. "CDRC mediators assist the dis
did not want to continue to be at odds with clude disputes over car repairs and pur
for consumers, but through the Community puting parties in reaching a voluntary, ne
each other. To them, harmony between chases, damage to orloss of consumer goods
Dispute Resolution Center Project (CDRC gotiated settlement of their differences. The
them was more important than rehashing by a moving company, auto and furniture
Project), the clinic has added a new com mediators use a variety of skills and tech
the incident which had led to the dispute. leasing, billing disputes, diy cleaning, home
ponent to provide mediation services in niques to help the parties reach an agree
Students participating in the CDRC Project improvement contractors, banking matters,
minor misdemeanors referred by t he U.S. ment, including: (1) creating an atmosphere
should come out with a greater understand warranty claims, phone companies, land
Attorney's Office and pre-arrest disputes conducive to problem-solving discussions;
ing of the human nature and a sense that lord/tenant, and general purchases of goods
referred by community policing outreach (2) encouraging candid disclosure of the in
mediating these types of disputes, even as and services.
specialists.
terests and needs of the parties; (3) helping neutrals, can lead to helping others extri
"During our assigned office hours in
For over 20 years, the CMC has been the parties to create options; and (4) help
cate themselves from the all-consuming the CMC, students handle intake and work
the only alternative dispute resolution clinic ing the parties narrow options and move
adversarial nature of thejudicial system that on their own files," said Larry Glasser, a
in Washington, D C. and has coexisted towards a written agreement."
can, sometimes, ruin lives."
3L who participated in the clinic in Spring
along with numerous Mediation, Negotia
Participants in the CMC and CDRC
Rawlings recalls a dispute that she 2001 and current VP of the ADR Board.
tion and Alternative Dispute Resolution remain enthusiastic about the experiences
co-mediated for the CDRC Project. "One "Intake consisted of answering incoming
(ADR) courses offered at the Law School. the clinical program provides. "The CDRC
of the most interesting disputes that I co - phone calls and gathering initial informa
As p art of GW's tradition of being in the was the most rewarding aspect of the
mediated for the CDRC Project involved a tion, such as the nature of the dispute and
vanguard of law schools including ADR in clinic,' exclaimed Nicole Rawlings, a
dispute between two women in their mid to contact information for both parties. After
the curriculum, the CMC added the Com former CMC student and current Special
late 70's," said Rawlings. "They resided a case was assigned to a student, the stu
munity Dispute Resolution Center Project Events Chair of the ADR Board. "I served
in an assisted living facility where each had dent would meet with Professor Izumi to
(CDRC Project) as a new and exciting op as a neutral third party who mediated dis
their own room. Their dispute was over discuss the case and develop a strategy, and
portunity for clinical students.
putes, but the mediations occurred in per the use of one of the common areas. Ap
then the student would contact the parties
"The Center for Dispute Settlement son with all parties present. Most of the
parently, the complainant planned to have and the mediation would begin. Students
(CDS), a nonprofit organization founded in disputes that I mediated were simple assault
a religious study with a few of her friends gathered information from each side, dis
1971, in partnership with George Washing cases that had already been presented to the
and was not able to have it in her room, so cussed options and alternatives, discussed
ton University Law School, created a new criminal justice system. The defendant had
she went to the recreation room to see if it
CDRC in the District of Columbia in the already been arrested but a trial date was was available. When she arrived, she no those possibilities with the other party, and
so on until a resolution could be agreed to."
summer of 2000," explained Professor pending. The goal of these mediations was
ticed that the room was in use (by the de
Through the clinic, students learn to
Izumi, director of the CMC. "CDRC is to determine if the parties could resolve
fendant of the dispute). The defendant was work with both of the parties involved in a
designed to improve the quality of life in their dispute without having to go to trial. quite rude to the complainant's guests and
neighborhoods throughout the city by pro The wonderful thing about this clinic is that when the complainant approached the de dispute, acting as a mediator rather than a
representative. Students take away from the
viding free mediation of interpersonal dis I got practical experience, but I c o-medi fendant regarding her behavior, the defen
clinic very practical skills that can be used
putes before the disagreements escalate or ated with one of the professors so I wasable dant hit her in the face. On a previous oc
in their everyday lives.
require the intervention of the criminal jus to see them inpractice and not just in class.
casion, the defendant ran over the
"There is no question that GWU Law
tice system." The Project diverts both pre- It was a very rewarding experience."
complainant's foot with a shopping cart. Students should seriously consider partici
and post-arrest non-violent misdemeanor
Another former CMC and CDRC stu While these incidents might have seemed pating in the Mediation Clinic with Pro
cases to mediation. These offenses include dent, 3L Sylvia Ontaneda-Bernales, re minor to someone else, these issues were
fessor Izumi," said Ontaneda-Bernales. "At
simple assault, destruction of property, marked, "The CDRC Project was outstand clearly important to the parties. This was
the very least, the experience will teach
threats, unlawful use of a vehicle, and un ing. I was actually able to be a mediator, an ideal case for mediation because the par
them how to think outside the box. Ulti
lawful entry and typically involve individu albeit assisting Professor Dinkin, but a ties were both elderly with physical limita
mately, they will come out with actual skills
als with ongoing relationships, including mediator nonetheless as I engaged in ac tions and it did not make sense to send this
for solution-finding which they can utilize
family members, workplace colleagues and tual face-to-face mediation of misdemeanor case through the court system. In the end,
in any area of law as well as in their per
neighbors. "By reaching party-determined complaints. The experience was different both parties simply needed to vent about
sonal interactions as consumers and mem
resolutions to these disputes, the likelihood from the Consumer Mediation Clinic prac the other and they were grateful to have
bers of the greater community."
of recurrence is reduced," explained Pro tice in so far as the CDRC cases involved resolved the dispute."
In the near future, the CDRC Project
fessor Izumi.
the courts. Cases were placed on a media
The CMC differs from the CDRC plans to expand the community mediation
Students who participate in the CMC tion track, but if the parties did not arrive because in the former, students speak to
service into juvenile cases and is working
can opt to take the CDRC for an additional at an agreement, the case reverted to the consumers and business contacts over the
hand-in-hand with the Office of Corpora
academic credit. "CDRC students attend judicial process. So, in a sense, the parties telephone and occasionally meet with the
tion Counsel in order to realize this goal.
an additional seminar, have supplemental engaged in a compulsory mediation at parties face-to-face. "Residents of the
readings and written assignments, perform tempt. In one instance, it was sad to ob greater D C. metropolitan area, including
role-playing exercises as parties and me serve, as the Professor and I acted as the Maryland and Virginia suburbs, call the
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Student Organization Spotlight:
The International Law Society
BY EDDIE GOMEZ

Features Editor
The Nota Bene will be spotlighting a student organi
zation eveiy issue. This week, we a re featuring the popu
lar International Law Society. We will strive to reveal as
much as we can, including the goals of the organization
and other juicy tidbits of information. Enjoy.
How the hell are you?
Urn..fine.
Who the hell are you?
I'm Jorge Restrepo.
What do you do?
I'm President of the International Law Society and
'm a 2L.
What does the International Law Society do?
It promotes awareness and information about the field

of international law. Because the field is so broad, it's up
to the student to determine what he/she wants to do. We
try to provide information on public international law, the
law of nations, diplomacy, international business transac
tion law, international finance, and international criminal
law.
Whoa, that's a lot of "internationals" there. What
notable things has the International Law Society done?
Well, we have the second highest budget of any stu
dent organization. We have over 100 members, which
makes us one of the largest clubs at GW law. We hold an
International Law Week every Spring semester.
What is International Law Week about?
This year, International Law Week will be held from
April 4-6. Its purpose is to promote international law
and we hold events, have speakers, resume drops, network
ing, everything with an eye towards international law. This
year we're having a banquet at the Czech embassy with
the Czech ambassador. International law students from

GW, Georgetown, and American will be invited and it's
on Saturday, April 6. In general, it's about making con
tacts everywhere. You'd be surprised, some of the people
at our law school are involved in international law as poli
ticians in foreign countries.
Sounds cool. If you could have dinner with anyone
in the world, who would it be?
It would be Colin Powell b ecause he's gone above
and beyond any person can go in the field of international
law. H e's been through so many difficult timesand changes
in policy. I would love to pick his brain.
Tasty. Now on to the serious stuff. Who's the sexiest
international figure?
Sofia Vergara. She's Colombian and of good export
quality. She has some negatives, but positives too.
Ah yes, those crazy Colombians.
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Laughing at Bin Laden

Afghanistan
Terrorist
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September 11 scared the hell out of a lot of us. Up until then, terrorism was something that happened else, far away, but never here. Of course, that
all changed, and it freaked a lot of people out. Americans, however, are dealing with this new fear in a typical American fashion. We're making fun of
the enemy. How can you be afraid of someone if they're the butt of the last fifteen jokes you've heard? Here at the Nota Bene, we're striving to do
our part to boost morale by bringing you the funniest Bin Laden relate d-humor we can find. These, and more can be found at
http://politicalhumor.about.com/library/images/blterrorpics.htm.

My Bullion of Truth
a legal brief outline gives you for a signifi
cantly smaller fee than the tuition at GW
Staff Writer
Law. I am not condemning GW alone; the
Recently, in one of Professor Turley's great giants of the Ivy League have hope
introductory Torts lectures, speaking from lessly transformed all of my friends who
the true and tried position of an adversarial were educated there into little caricatures
system lawyer, Turley told the class "I hate of a free thinking mind, if they weren't that
the guts of theopposing counsel, I hate them way to begin with.
with all my soul." In a strange way this
Listen in the halls of the law school.
clearly aggressive statement made me feel You are more likely to learn about boy
warm inside. I felt the man was speaking friends/girlfriends, drinking, and traveling
the truth, the gospel truth. It is not often than of the moral dilemmas and chasms that
that we see this kind of candor in the spar are silently dividing this country along un
kling tower of truth we call academia.
certain lines. I s ometimes feel depressed
If it is for the young to be revolution being a part of the upand coming legal com
ary I suggest the young stop acting like old munity. I don't like golf, I am not an envi
fogies (with no disrespect intended for the ronmentalist (on the face), and I do n't as
elders among us) and begin to demand and pire to gain job'security through titles. I
act for change. The change I propose is to am simply looking for the truth, that agebring the adversarial system into the class old quest, much forgotten of late.
rooms and, especially, into the faculty and
I would like to see people unafraid to
administration. There is no room for po say, wow, it is amazing how a newspaper
litical correctness inside the halls of a that hasn't endorsed a Republican candi
Socratic institution! We ar e supposed to date in forty (40) years can have the title
reach innate truths through questions and heading "The Washington Post: an inde
challenges; maybe we could start by chal pendent newspaper." I would like to see
lenging and questioning. I am not really students participating in the positive criti
sure, but are other lL's as impressed by the cisms of the administration - all of them vitality of the Socratic method as I am? If of the President of the United States, the
Socrates were alive today he would attend president of Texaco, the president of the
most lectures and weep at such a desecra Environmental Defense Fund, the Editortion of his memory. The extent of our dis in-Chief of this newspaper, and even my
cussions involve a labored repetition of what lowly self.
BY GUALBERTO G ARCIA JONES

Here's a beautiful example of why I
love Turley's approach and hate the silent
moral superiority tactic (note well: the
Washington Post): "I seem to be reading
more analysis that strikes me as partisan
PR. I d on't mean apologetics of elected
party officials. I'm talking about journal
ists, people who, while entitled to their po
litical opinions, are expected to rise above
partisan imperatives and tell us what, to
their minds, is going on." (William Rasp
berry) This is what's going on, Mr.
Raspeberry, par tisan imperatives, just like
yours. So lets get off the high horse of pro
fessional codes of honor, which only end
up masking the truth, and say openly and
so everyone can hear us "I hate the other
side's ideologies." After all, since when is
the average journalist's code of honor more
trust worthy than the average Joe's?
Here's my vision of the perfect news
paper: one in which the journalists are
obliged to operate under certain rules and
obliged to push their point (and all points
are political and ideological) with all of
their rhetorical (partisan) and factual might.
One in which the adversarial system is alive
and well. A ne wspaper within which too
many people disagree to ever endorse one
candidate over another. Basically, a news
paper with a self contained civil war. If
this happens we would see a truly informa
tive newspaper. And the same reasoning

applies to Universities. Yet, all of this rheto
ric is for naught unless people get a move
on and overcome the good old free rider
disease. Fortunately when you are straight
forward and uncompromising in your ide
als people tend to get irritated, which in
turn causes people to speak up and begin
the heartbeat of truth.
Here are a few bits and pieces about
who I am, and you can judge me by it. I am
a Spanish immigrant, I gr ew up educated
but in poverty with a single mother. My
family lived u nder the poverty line while
my mother gained her Masters and Ph.D.
I feel immense gratitude for the opportuni
ties that this country has given me and my
family. My fam ily was on welfare for a
short period of time and I don't like hand
outs. I feel like the only way to self-respect
is through hard work. I believe that Justice
dwells in heaven and in the hands of God,
but God gave us hands to work and a mind
to fight injustice on earth. I think you
should love your neighbor and respect the
environment so other generations can en
joy it I believe abortion is homicide, there
fore I vote for the party of Lincoln. Judge
me by that please.
By the way, welcome back t o school,
lets make a resolution for this new year to
be honest and outspoken, and let's get t he
ball rolling.
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